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ABOUT OUR CANDLE CONTAINERS
Our glass candle container collection offers a myriad of affordable glass candle jars in classic styles and
designs. For manufacturers looking for a glass jar to pour your candles in, the Glassnow candle range
has options to fit your requirements. Our line of recycled candle containers range from 2.5 oz colored
glass jars perfect for votives to 26 oz jars ideal for large scented candles. We invite you to explore the
possibilities for enhancing your candle range below and on our website.

Round Containers
Our round candle jars are ideal for both pillar and poured candles. You’ll find styles from the classic 26 oz
Verona Jar to the 2.5 oz votive holders. Here are a few new and favorite styles in our range of round
glass jars.

16 oz Calypso Jar
The Calypso Collection features an elegant 16 oz. recycled
glass jar in a range of fresh and classic colors. It’s the ideal
container for packaging of pillar and poured candles or for
retailing as home décor and storage. The clear version will
show off your spring candle colors beautifully, while the darker
jar hues make a wonderful vessel for fall scented candles.
Closures are available including tapered cork and bamboo
lids.(C6182)

Verona Container
Our 26 oz. round glass candle container is perfect for packaging
your large pillar and poured jar candles. The Verona Container
features a banded top for labeling with ribbon or twine. While its
smooth sides allow for adhesive labeling. The clear version
shows color candles beautifully, while the colored jars bring a
pop of personality to your candle line. Complete your candle
packaging with the corresponding bamboo lid. (C7117)

Square Containers
Our range of square glass jars is ideal for packaging candles, both pillar and poured varieties. In addition
to our classic square jars, we’ve added some modern and retro styles to give you a wider selection from
which to choose. Our Acropolis Jar (in 11 and 20 oz) and the 8.5 oz Square Glass Jar are both new this
season (shown below), while our 8.5 oz Square Candle Container is a customer favorite.

Acropolis Glass Jars in 11 oz and 20 oz versions
This clear glass jar with glass top has a fine clarity yet remains ecofriendly. It’s ideal for preserving your scented candle’s fragrance. 20
oz-C7547-GL | 11oz. C7548-GL

8.5 oz Glass Candle Jar in 9 Colorways
Classic lines and a wide mouth design highlight our 8.5 oz glass
jar. It is offered in 9 colorways. Pair with a cork or bamboo lid to
retain the fragrance of your scented candles. (C6154)

8.5 oz Square Candle Glass Container in Clear + 9 Colorways
A classic choice in candle containers, this square glass jar offers a
colorful spectrum of 5 brilliant colors and 4 dramatic hues. (C7527)

Glass Votives in a Spectrum of Colors
Our Glass Votive Containers come in two sizes of 2.5 oz and 8.5 oz to fit your votive candles. Choose
from clear, frosted and 11 colors including lime, red, fuchsia, orange, aqua, cobalt, violet, lilac, vintage
green, dark amber and whiskey.

Don’t Forget the Lids and Accessories for Your
Containers!
They add the finishing touch to our glass candle containers
including bamboo lids and tapered corks.

Start shopping our candle container collection now to contain your candles beautifully! For more
information about Glassnow and our products, please email our team at customerservice@glassnow,com
or call 512-339-7808.

ABOUT OUR RECYCLED GLASS
Glassnow, a wholesale manufacturer and distributor of recycled glass packaging and accessories, is
committed to protecting the Earth and our environment. In keeping with that, we offer recycled glass
products that are both eco-friendly and affordable. With a product selection that incorporates recycled
materials, we are able to provide a wide selection of affordably-priced glass packaging products across
many industries.

We offer an array of products all manufactured from recycled content. The recycled content of each of our
products is noted in the description section on each product page found on our website, Glassnow.com.

Glassnow recognizes the importance of recycling glass, because it not only conserves the environment,
but also saves energy. The process required to produce glass is quite simple as it is composed of sand,
soda, lime and lots of heat. The obvious benefits of recycling glass are to reuse and save our natural
resources, but the most important benefit of recycling is that it requires considerably less energy than
needed to melt raw materials.

There are several different methods of producing recycled glass products: automatic, semi-automatic,
hand or mouth blown. The variations in these methods are what make the final product so unique.
Automatic: The automatic method is primarily used for bottles and jars due to the fact that it is a fast, cost
effective method to produce large quantities of an item. Items are never touched until they are completed
and cooled.
Semi-Automatic: This method uses machines and human hands. The machine forms the mold and
human hands assist in the more decorative aspects of the piece.
Hand or mouth blown: The most unique and one-of-a-kind items are produced using this method as glass
artists often spend years fine tuning their craft and may never create two identical pieces. Variations are
often found in items produced by these methods.
There is a wonderful harmony created between the fully computerized manufacturing process and the
artisan glassblowing techniques. Glassnow is proud to be among the exclusive group of wholesale
distributors for recycled glass packaging products.

ABOUT GLASSNOW
Couronne Company, Inc., a premier manufacturer of recycled glass packaging, glassware, and home
décor accessories, recently launched its division of glass packaging products and accessories, Glassnow.
Glassnow.com offers an easy-to-shop, all-in-one platform for manufacturers and retailers searching for
glass packaging, packaging accessories and custom glass design solutions.
Incorporating recycled glass materials in its product offerings allows Glassnow to offer a wide selection of
affordably-priced, eco-friendly glass packaging products across many industries. Industry-specific
manufacturers will find glass packaging for many of their products.
Glassnow bottles, jars and containers are ideal for manufacturer products including beauty, fragrance and
candles. Fragrance manufacturers have a range of glass containers to choose from for products such as
bath salts, liquid soap, lotions and reed diffusers. While candle manufacturers will discover candle
containers in many shapes, colors and sizes. For retailers, there’s wholesale glassware products
including decorative clear and colored bottles, jars and novelties in various styles, shapes and sizes.
Additionally offered are corresponding accessories including caps, closures, pour spouts or metal racks
for the glass product ranges.
“With the launch of our new e-commerce site, Glassnow.com, we will be better positioned to provide the
packaging solutions required by our existing and new customers across many industries,” said Dana
Whitmire, National Sales Manager. “Our expansive product range serves a myriad of industry-related
purposes and functions from glass jars and bottles for specialty foods to bottles with corresponding
accessories for fragrances.”
In addition, Glassnow provides production options for customers seeking to develop custom designs in
recycled glassware or metal. Glassnow is proud to be among the few companies to offer such production
capabilities. For more information, visit Glassnow.com.

ABOUT COURONNE CO.
Emerging from Europe in 1993, Couronne (Crown, Fr) Company, Inc. moved into the US market with vast
success. We originated with a single product - Water Gems, a water based gel used with fresh cut
flowers and plants. Responding to an increase in customer requests, we shifted our product line to
include glassware. It is our glassware line that has since become the focus for Couronne Company and
is the basis for all new product designs.
While our 100% recycled European glassware range had long been the company’s primary focus, a shift
in product requests in 2005 led Couronne Company to develop a new glassware collection in China. The
new line included bottles, jars, vases, bowls, candle containers and more made of 30% recycled glass.
In addition to our lines from Europe and China, we have since developed a popular and extensive line of
metal home accents and corresponding accessories for glassware products. This product range includes
wall sconces, tabletop stands, bottle caddies, and more, in which all metal designs are paired with
glassware products. All product lines are in continuous development with new pieces being introduced
each season.
As a leader in the wholesale and retail home décor and glassware industries, Couronne continues to be a
competitive source and will always be committed to its valued customers. With a dedicated effort to
supply superior products, exceptional customer service, and timely delivery all at a competitive price, we
recognize the needs of the customer both in product selection and service. For more information, visit
CouronneCo.com.

